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Welcome to the Summer 2014 
edition of Hogsback News.

Firstly an apology as it seems I 
spoke to soon about the weather 
improving and seem to have put a 
jinx on it!

Congratulations to the nine riders 
who completed the Iron HOG ride 

in horrible conditions. Both Dik and Robin have sub-
mitted reports which I think complement each other 
giving both a blow by blow report and an insight to 
the challenge itself. Will you be inspired to do it next 
year?

Hopefully those of you who like a trip down memory 
lane have seen that since the last issue we have 
added a further 16 issues of Torque from 2001 
- 2002. Work on the remaining issues I have cov-
ering 2003 - 2004 continues and I hope to have 
these available in the coming weeks, unless we do 
get some nice weather in which case riding takes 
priority.

In the last issue I mentioned the tradition of asking 
new members to submit ride reports following a 
weekend away and am pleased to see that Steve 
Routh has done a thorough report on his trip to 
St.Tropez with the chapter.

Steve has been very honest in his report touching 
on areas he thought were not so good or in line 
with what he was expecting. Dik has taken the 
opportunity to clarify the Chapters policy in regard 
to this type of trip which you will find at the end of 
the report. It should be noted that on most weekend 
trips, when not attending a big event, there are 
organised rides whilst away. Hopefully this will help 
clarify what to expect and assist new members 
choose the best trips for them.

Deadline for the Autumn issue is Friday 22nd 
August.

Paul
editor@hogsbackchapteruk.org
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Director 
Dik Gregory

Past intense and future perfect

I’ve just returned from two major and memorable 
Chapter rides. The first was the intense Iron Hog 

Challenge - close to 2,000 miles in 60 hours. Put 
together by Axel and Robin, the ride also featured 
Toby, our very own Guildford DP, and Marj Rae, 
HOG UK’s Customer Experience Manager, UK 
& Ireland. Completing the group this year were 
Malcolm Bradly, Pete Fitzcosta - the oldest at 71 
- and Ken Hall who completed the entire ride on a 
windscreenless Fat Boy. Total respect to them all. 
The men in white coats are on their way to Ken.

It was a truly extraordinary experience - there’s 
more about it elsewhere in this edition. My congrat-
ulations to Axel and Robin for an outstanding idea 
that is gaining traction in the wider Chapter commu-
nity and helping to keep Hogsback Chapter at the 
cutting edge.

The other event was Carl’s Wild Hogs ride to North 
Devon - in hindsight better re-named Wet Hogs. 
The roads there are fabulous and we all had a really 
good time, centred on an expansive and comfort-
able hotel in Instow, right across the river from 
Appledore. 

It was unfortunate that it rained on us just about 
the whole time, with a respite only on the morning 
of our return when Carl was able to show us the 
promised roads in something of their true glory. 
The whole experience shows that whatever the 
weather, Chapter events - and these weekend rides 
in particular - are just as much about friendships 

- renewing old and forging new. It’s all about creat-
ing relationships and memories that will sustain the 
future for us.

Meanwhile the rest of our extensive ride programme 
is unfolding and being enjoyed by many of our 
300 members. If you haven’t yet ventured out with 
us, give us a try. We are a friendly bunch with no 
agenda items other than to chat and ride. Come 
along to one of our New Members Rides - or any of 
our regular rides - and our well trained Road Crew 
will help you add a new dimension to your Harley 
riding experience. And everyone else will help you 
wonder why you didn’t come along before.

Every first Thursday we meet for Chapter Night. It’s 
informal, you can buy patches and pins, discuss 
the latest rides, preview forthcoming events, find 
out more about the way we run the Chapter and try 
your luck in the popular Golden Key Draw. Serious 
money. For a while now, we’ve been meeting at the 
Grantley Arms in Wonersh - a friendly, welcoming 
place. However, our recent survey demonstrated an 
appetite for a change - mainly to address parking 
issues, which are admittedly a bit of a problem 
there.

So, led by your very own Activities Officer, Crippo, 
we’ve had a working party out searching for new 
venues. On Thu, 3 July, we are going to try a like-
ly-looking candidate - the Princess Royal located 
down the Hogs Back towards Farnham. Kind of 
appropriate associations really - a Princess theme 
for Gary and Carl, and a Hogs Back theme for the 
rest of us. In honour of Independence Day, the staff 
have laid on an American themed evening for 3 July 

- a great extra reason to ride your America icon to 
our Club Night. And no need to worry about parking 
- its massive! All the usual patches, pins and pins 
and patter - and the Golden Key Draw too.

I do hope to see you at our July Chapter Night - we 
will be voting during the evening on whether we 

want to go there more often. Come along and be 
part of the decision about your own future!

Have a great Harley summer.

Dik Gregory 
Director

Cutting from Surrey Herald (15 May 2014)
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Assistant Director 
Dell Evans

Dells little bits

Hi everyone, the sun is shining – lovely. Just 
back from St Tropez, did 2100 miles and only 1 

wet day. A strange trip down staying one night in a 
Cowboy wagon in the woods with just a candle to 
light the way and another night in a Chateau.

So we have done 23 ride outs so far with lots to 
come. Weekend away rides - at this time spaces 
may still be available on some of the weekend away 
trips just contact the ride leader.

Ledbury is the big event I hope you can all make. 
As well as camping there are local hotels and we 
will have a van to take any camping stuff there for 
you so no need to load the bike up. The band is 
arranged, food and drink aplenty laid on including a 
big BBQ on Saturday night and a nice ride out that 
includes a tour of a cider brewery. Plus it will be 
bonding experience with our now sister chapter (we 
are the brother J) Thames Valley – nice people who 
may even be forgiven for trying to nick our flag at 
SofER last year – or will they?.

Other events apart from rides I would like to bring to 
your attention over the next quarter are:

• 5th July: Hogs on the farm party. This is at a farm 
near Petworth so we will make it our 4 July cele-
bration, an afternoon and evening of live music, 
food available and bring your own booze (though 
we will have some available for a donation) – you 
can even camp overnight with proper facilities. 
Great location it’s gonna be good so don’t miss 
out and members friends and family are all 
invited. If it’s raining just go by car if you like.

• 12th July: Walking the dead – a sunset tour of 
Brookwood cemetery followed by a BBQ laid 

on – we did this last year during the day and the 
staff treated us like royalty we were certainly fed 
like Kings. Don’t forget a torch.

• 22nd - 23rd July: Poole Bike night. An overnighter 
where Corky has used his contacts to get us 
B&B in the RNLI HQ. Poole Bike night is one 
of the most popular bikers get togethers’ in the 
South taking place on Poole Quay.

• 26th July: GHD are sponsoring fish and chips for 
us all on – details still being finalised but perhaps 
there really is such a thing as a free dinner.

As usual in the summer we go to alternative venues 
for club nights in July & August (this used to be 
Bisley Camp) and for 3 July the venue will be just 
down the road at The Princess Royal, Guildford 
Road, Runfold, GU10 1NX. Big pub with good food 
just off the Hogsback.

Enjoy the sun and stay Safe

Dell Evans 
Assistant Director, Road Captain and 
Ride Co-Ordinator

Assistant Director 
Robin Seymour

It seems like we haven’t stopped since the last 
newsletter! What with the Ledbury recce, Start of 

Season party, Iron Hog and St. Tropez it seems like 
the year has got off to a cracking start and a couple 
of rides have had over 40 bikes on them. Hope they 
have registered for the mileage challenge!

The weekend rides are starting to kick off as well 
with Iron Hog and St. Tropez done and Carl’s Road 
Trip followed by Ruth’s Wicked Wiltshire and then 
Graham’s Normandy invasion. No other chapter 
has a program to equal ours and I look forward to 
reading the stories from the rides. It doesn’t matter 
whether you are an old seasoned rider with lots of 
experience or a newbie to either Harley or bikes 
altogether, there is something for you in the ride 
programme.

Also, given the greater involvement and number 
of female riders I am sure there will be some rides 
aimed more to the requirements of this sector of the 
chapter rather than to the military side. I am sure 
Ruth will have more to say about this subject.

The registration of the chapter mileage challenge 
continues and it doesn’t matter if you are only going 
to do a few miles this year, it is important to our 
challenge that we get as many members as possible 
registered (look at this weeks HOG magazine on 
how to get a form if there are none left at GHD) and 
it doesn’t matter if you have just joined or haven’t got 
around to it yet, you will still get a badge and if you 
have any questions just email me.

I will deal with the Iron Hog in a separate piece but 
because I have asked for some other riders to do 
the St. Tropez trip in more detail I thought I would 
take the opportunity to say how well organised this 
rally is and has the best parade I have done. The 
venue is superb, Port Grimald is very pretty (avoid 
the Petite restaurant) and the camp-sites mobile 
homes are very well appointed. The ride there and 
back covers some great routes and passes and 
you can either scoot or amble, go as a group or go 
alone.

Our group were a lot of fun and I look forward to 
riding with them again and for the bucket list, I have 
slept in a Chateau.

The best part of the riding season is upon us so 
get out there, ride, enjoy and above all share in 
the experience that is Harley riding with Hogsback 
Chapter.

Robin Seymour 
Assistant Director and Road Captain
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Guildford HD 
Toby Sleeman

Safety Officer 
Carl Christensen

Biking weather is now in full swing and 
the Chapter is well into its long list of 

rides arranged by the dedicated members 
of the Road Crew.

Everyone’s safety is dependent on a 
variety of things - but perhaps most impor-
tantly on your own riding skills. While 
it is not the Chapter’s purpose to teach 
people how to ride their bikes, I as Safety 
Officer along with the Head Road Captain 
(Graham Woods) are always looking to 
offer and advise on best group riding 
techniques. Each Road Crew ride leader 
gives a pre-ride briefing during which they 
advise on any new safety issues relevant 
to the Chapter as a whole, as well as spe-
cifically for that particular ride. So please 
make the effort to listen and take in what 
is being said.

One aspect of group riding that has come 
to my attention recently is the whole 
business of staggered riding. Specifically 
when to stagger and when not? I think 
we all know what staggered formation 
is. But I would like to focus on riding 
when on single track roads, i.e. B roads. 
Immediately the group ride switches to a 
B road or similar, the staggered formation 
should be abandoned in favour of a single 
file system. It’s important that we all have 
the same concept here, so I will list the 
basic points.

• The central point is don’t ride in tight 
staggered formation on roads that are 
not wide enough to support it. Doing so 
pushes half the riders dangerously near 
soft or uneven shoulders and the other 
half even more dangerously towards 
the crown of the road with encroaching 
on-coming traffic.

• Don’t ride at high speed in tight forma-
tion around blind corners - anything could 
be around the bend - slow farm traffic, 
a hedge cutter, a herd of cows, horses, 
walkers etc. Try and be aware of the 
‘vanishing point’ - an ever moving point in 
front of you, beyond which you can see no 

further. You should always be riding in a 
way that allows you to stop safely and in 
control BEFORE you get to the vanishing 
point.

• The distance between you and the bike 
in front should not be less than 2 seconds 
(more like 3). This should increase 
appropriately on poor road surfaces and 
adverse weather conditions.

• Your position on the road in relation to 
the bike in front should be such that you 
can see past them. You should be able to 
observe not only the bike in front of that 
but as many more bikes as possible, as 
well as the road layout such as approach-
ing corners, junctions and any hazards 
- and all the signs that warn of them.

• Don’t rely on the brake light of the bike 
in front to give you sufficient warning of 
what’s happening in front. This is poor 
riding in general and can end badly for you 
and/or one or more of your fellow riders.

• Remember that however you are react-
ing to the changing situations ahead, you 
must also be aware of what is happening 
behind you. Giving yourself space in front 
allows you time to react smoothly to this 
and avoid panic braking - which can cause 
a dangerous, magnifying ripple effect back 
through the ride. 

During the next New Members ride on  21 
June I will focus on this point and would 
recommend anyone who wishes to get a 
greater understanding of this important 
part of group riding to come along.

This month’s Question?  
Define the meaning of ‘Hazard ‘ when 
riding (applies to driving too).

Safe riding!

‘Take opportunities. Not chances’

Carl Christensen  
Safety Officer and Road Captain 
ROSPA advanced motorcycle instructor 
(Diploma)

I have to say the Iron Hog for me was quite a shock. 
I have ridden some big miles in my life but never in 

such a short space of time. Whilst riding you con-
tinually ask yourself “What am I doing”? Or “Why 
am I doing this”? Not until you get to the end do you 
realize why. It is a real accomplishment, it tells you 
more about you as a rider and more about the bikes 
we all ride than anything I have ever done before. I 
will leave the ride report to participants more elo-
quent than myself, but I must say a big thank you to 
all my riding companions who made the ride such 
a pleasurable adventure. Robin “the cone slayer” 
Seymour, Axel, Dik, Marj, Malcolm, Pete & Ken. You 
were ALL amazing.

The days are getting longer, the weather is getting 
warmer and the bikes are ready to hit the road! 
We’ve made sure that this season, we are fully 
stocked ready for your touring experiences! Katie 
has a wide selection of luggage, summer riding gear 
and some limited edition gear for you to wear when 
you’re out at the party!

With everyone trying to get out on their bikes all at 
once, we’ve had a massive influx of bikes passing 
through our workshop, if you’re thinking of getting 
your bike serviced or a bit more chrome added 
before you want to go away, please do make sure 
you get in touch sooner rather than later as we’d 
hate to disappoint!

Got friends or relatives coming to visit for their 
summer break? We’ve got a great fleet of Harley-
Davidson® Rental Motorcycles here which are 
available to hire for the day, weekend or even a 
month! So you and your friends can go out exploring 

the Surrey Hills or South of England coastline; 
now how about that for an experience for them to 
remember?

Why not take a break from the rat race on 22nd-23rd 
June to join Harley® riders around the world shed-
ding the shackles of responsibility and hitting the 
open road during the Harley-Davidson® World Ride.

Launched in 2008 as Million Mile Monday®, the 
annual riding event was expanded into the two-day 
Harley-Davidson World Ride in 2012 to give more 
riders worldwide an opportunity to participate. 
In 2012, participants logged almost eight million 
miles, but last year as riders celebrated the 110th 
Anniversary of Harley-Davidson Motor Company 
and the 30th Anniversary of H.O.G.®, riders from 
66 countries blitzed that record by more than 25 
percent, tallying an official total of more than 10 
million miles. Riders logged their miles solo, in 
groups large and small, and through a variety of 
dealer-led events around the world, united by their 
shared passion for motorcycling. Think we can top 
that record again this year? Of course we can!

A quick update on the missing food van at GH-D. 
It’s been a while but we may have some light at the 
end of the tunnel. Our planning permission should 
come up for review this month at Guildford Borough 
Council. Fingers crossed it will get through unop-
posed. I will keep you posted.

Ride safe and I look forward to seeing you all soon 
at Guildford Harley-Davidson.

Toby Sleeman 
Dealer Principal
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Head Photographer 
Axel Thill

Three months have passed, and what 3 month’s 
they were. The big ones for me were Morocco 

(3,100 miles), Celebrity Iron Hog (1,800 miles) and 
St Tropez (2,150 miles). That’s over 7000 miles in 2 
month’s… and all as back-marker! Is there a special 
patch for this? I of course also joined as passionate 
photographer, though I must say my favourite pho-
to-shoot event remains the Big Cat Ride, no shoes 
in St Tropez can beat these wild animals.

My third Iron Hog was the most exhausting one, 
partly because we were a big group of 9 riders and 
did the challenge from Thursday to Saturday, full 
traffic all the time. But it was also the most entertain-
ing one, with grand receptions at some dealerships, 
from huge Chapter crowds to reserved parking with 
music band playing. And the special memories of 
finding other Chapter members waiting in the dark 
at a dealership at 11pm… and then the final recep-
tion home in Guildford at 10pm, with hot drinks 
and cookies, priceless. Now some may say all this 
attention was caused by Robin’s new bike, it wasn’t, 
we had the first Lady of Harley among us, Marjorie 
Rae, not only the first to attempt the Iron Hog, but 
finishing it in style. My full respect.

But let’s get back a second to Robin’s new bike. 
Some say that the new Rushmore bike with high end 
entertainment and information system will allow you 
to take better photos. I tested it, and in a nutshell the 
answer is NO. And the long answer is still NO. Let 
me explain: to take a good photo, you need a good 
motive, be it a group of people, or a shoe, or some 
mountain range or gorge. And the new Rushmore 
bike pretends to help you find it, as its navigation 
unit has what’s called THE SCENIC route. Us 
normal mortals with a plain Zumo 660 can choose 
between fastest or shortest distance, the Rushmore 
rider can set the unit to SCENIC. But it doesn’t work. 
First of all, most ride leaders like Robin have no clue 
that their unit is set to scenic, and annoys the back-
marker and everybody else in his ride by randomly 
turning left or right instead of going straight ahead. 
And for the unit itself, scenic is a compromise 
between fastest and shortest distance. So if the 
computer is in doubt, he will choose the third option, 
wherever it leads you. Two things are sure: a) it 
will not be faster or shorter, and b) it will not yield a 
single better photo.

H-D needs to improve this navigation unit, as it’s 
a castrated Zumo 660 with a very slow processor, 
designed by a dude living in a country where the 
usual announcement of the navigation unit is some-
thing like: next turn left in 425 miles. Unfortunately 
(or fortunately) this will never happen in Europe, 
as you would turn left or right in the next foreign 
country. In Europe, we turn left or right every… wait 
a second, we turn left or right every what exactly? 
Let’s accept that the usual measure for our distance 
is the mile. But what is 1/10th of a mile? 100 units 
of “whatever!”? And let’s not forget, 0.1 mile is 176 
yards or 161 meter. This drives you mad, I hate it 
when my Zumo jumps from 0.2 miles to 350 yards, 
and I learned it the hard way (from Robin) that’s 
again less in meters… but I now understand why so 
many exits and turns were missed in our ride to St 
Tropez.

How can a whole nation forget to give 1/100th of 
a mile or 100 units of “whatever!” a name… when 
Robins navi was chasing the scenic route and I 
had to announce the next turns to get us in time 
to dinner, it was like: in 300 “whatever!” turn left, 
left, left, because 300 yards would have been 170 
“whatever!”.

Thanks to all of you sending in your photos you take 
on rides. This is very much appreciated and helps 
maintain the amazing photo galleries of Hogsback 
Chapter, dating back as far as 1992. This year, there 
are just 3 empty galleries: Compton Village 17th May, 
Brighton Juke Box 27th April and Crippo’s Gelato 
Jaunt 31st May. If anybody had their camera with 
them, please send us the photos.

As more and more members take photos, please 
remember to check and set the correct date and 
time on you camera before each ride. This allows 
me to mix the photos of multiple photographers, 
while keeping them in chronological order.

Thank you

Axel Thill 
Head Photographer and Road Marshal

Ladies of Harley 
Ruth Palmer

Hi ladies, the season is well under way and many of you have joined in the rides that have happened so 
far. 

Thanks to those of you who have helped with the Bring and Buy - we have raised a few pounds for the 
charity pot selling a variety of items - keep it coming for future club nights.

Our Hogsback Divas T-shirts and Logos are popular and many of you are sporting quite a variety of colours 
and shapes and look good in them too!!

Let us know if you would like to see any other accessory or garment suitably adorned.

I will be organising an evening social soon for us ladies - look out for more details on the website.

Safe Riding

Ruth Palmer 
LOH Officer
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Iron Hog. Because it’s big. And it’s clever.

“Yep - count me in!”

How easily those words fluttered to the ground, like 
falling leaves, last Autumn. But now, the Iron Hog 
Challenge was suddenly imminent. And it suddenly 
looked to be a rather serious proposition. But that 
was then. And this is now. Afterwards.

And it’s only after it’s all over that it has come clear 
why anyone would really want to do it.

It’s not just a long old ride where the only thing to 
be done is to translate hydrocarbons, gear changes 
and gritty determination into a rather large odometer 
reading.

It has structure. It has balance. You can make it 
make a difference. And it has the power to remind 
you who you are.

Its structure is apparent from the route that pops 
out of your favourite mapping program when you 
connect up all the Harley-Davidson dealerships in 
mainland UK. 28 this year if you include the dilapi-
dated shell at Reading that is set to become the Lind 

Group’s latest shrine for shiny things. 
Pondering the reality of that route for the first time 
is interesting. The memory of those easily spoken 

words of acceptance months ago suddenly collides 
with a kerplunk in your gut. You breathe a different 
word. A word which more accurately expresses the 
enormity of what you suddenly realise you’ve agreed 
to.

And it is enormous. Designed by Hogsback Chapter 
Road Crew, Axel Thill and Robin Seymour, the 
Iron Hog Challenge is an endurance ride of up to 
2,000 miles in less than three days. It must include 
the four dealerships furthest apart from each other 
- currently Maidstone, Plymouth, Swansea and 
Edinburgh. Good news though! You get an extra 
half hour for each of these dealerships. No, not a 
half hour to have a little rest in each one. An extra 
half an hour to include them in your overall route. 
So, that’s 50 hours for the minimum ride. But if you 
want to connect up all the dealership dots on your 
way, the good news brims over. 24 more dealerships 
gives you another 12 hours! So you can max out the 
dealerships and have a whopping 62 hours to get 
round them all! And you can start at any of the 28 - 
as long as you end up at the same one when you’re 
done.

It all sounds perfectly reasonable until you look at 
the route map. And do the maths. An average of 15 
minutes at each of the dealerships. Same at each 
of the 10 or so fuel stops. 5 hours kip at each of the 
two carefully chosen hotel stops. Allow for the odd 
hold-up and several miles of busy motorway filter-
ing here and there … whirr … whiz … that’s … um 
… three consecutive 12+ hour days in the saddle. 
Actual riding. Kerplunk.

This ride is clearly not for everyone. The strange 
thing is that it’s precisely all those 15 minute stops 
that creates the difference between an agonising 
test of insanity and a cleverly balanced, utterly liber-
ating experience. Getting off the bike every hour or 
two to stretch your legs, snap the mandatory group 
proof, greet the local Chapter members who’ve 
turned out at their dealership, and maybe swallow a 
crafty Red Bull while you pay at a fuel stop is sur-
prisingly rejuvenating.

The highlights? For me, a quiet delight in my own 
confidence when arriving at the Glasgow dealer-
ship just before it shut, and knowing that we still 
had a 300 mile ride to do that day via Edinburgh, 
Newcastle and Leeds - but feeling unfazed by it. The 
stunning roads and scenery of the Scottish Borders 
as we glided south that same evening. The surprise 

at so many local Chapter members who turned 
out - sometimes late at night to wish us well. The 
knowledge that sufficient numbers of my friends, 
family and colleagues thought the venture was cool 
enough to help me raise £1,500 towards my favour-

ite charity.

For sure, Iron Hog was not created as a charity 
raising event, but it does provide a great opportunity 
if you’re minded. I created a page on the Justgiving 
site and it looked after itself. Easy peasy.

Having done it all, what tips do I have? Here’s my 
Top Ten.

1. Control group size. We got away with 9 bikes, 
but 6 works better logistically.

2. Get everyone’s bike checked by your dealer the 
week before you go. No-one wants an avoidable 
breakdown.

3. Be clear about the breakdown policy. We agreed 
to a stop only long enough to ensure help was 
on its way for the stricken rider - fortunately not 
needed on our trip – these bikes were built for 
rides like this.

4. Buddy up for petrol - two riders taking turns to 
pay for fuel gives everyone more time for a slurp 
of water or to pay a visit.

5. Use technology. A sat nav with accurate dealer-
ship and hotel locations is essential - you don’t 
want to be struggling to find them after a 750 
mile ride. Consider fitting a bike tracker device to 
one of the bikes - brilliant for letting people know 
where you are and when to expect you. We used 
www.back2youtracking.com

6. Keep to timings. Appoint someone assertive to 
insist on departures on schedule or the ride will 
get away from you.

7. Eat wisely. You will be eating on the hoof. Avoid 
carbs during the day - they make you want to 
sleep. Eat protein instead. Bags of trail mix fruit 
and nuts are excellent.

8. Drink water. Lots of it. Be careful of coffee - it’s a 
diuretic.

9. Deploy the Red Bull wisely - mid afternoon to 
counteract the post lunch dip and early - mid 
evening are good times.

10. Smile and forgive as fatigue increases - every-
one’s feeling the same as you.

Would I do it again? Counter to my pre-ride assump-
tion, I rather think I might. It feels good - very good 
- to recalibrate yourself from time to time. To figure 
out your limits. To remind yourself why you fell in 
love with these glorious machines. And to remind 
yourself about who you are.

Maybe next time the Iron Hog’s untried and 
deceptively minimalist challenge: the four furthest 
dealerships in 50 hours. Now, I wonder if I could do 
that …?

Dik Gregory 
Director and Road Captain 
Hogsback Chapter UK #7846
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Maps by Garmin BaseCamp®
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Or should I call it “Celebrity” Iron Hog 2014? What 
a tough challenge this was this year! In addition 

to Marjorie Rae, we had Toby Sleeman, our own DP, 
our Director, Dik Gregory, our Guest Jersey member 
and Ex Director Ian Campbell, our regular Oldie 
Pete Fitzcosta, our Texan Ken Hall, our Stalwart 
Malcolm Bradly together with Axel and myself.

I think there were three reasons why this year was 
so hard, we were nine bikes, midweek traffic and 
everyone wanted to talk to Marjorie.

We knew that the “Marjorie” factor would be an 
issue and to be fair we had added extra stop time in 
the dealerships to deal with this.

I expected the reaction or response to the UK HOG 
manager turning up at a Harley dealership would 
be pretty uniform especially when all had the ability 
to track her arrival and it had been well publicised 
beforehand. My surprise in Southampton when it 
appeared that nobody knew Marjorie let alone knew 
the Iron Hog was happening was complete when 
we arrived in Plymouth to much the same reaction 
although they did know Marjorie!

Riders of Bridgwater was pretty much the same as 
usual but when we got to Swansea: Wow what a 
welcome!!!!! They had stayed open late, they had 

laid on nibbles and drinks and a large number of 
the chapter had showed up to wish us well. The 
“Celebrity” Iron Hog was game on.

I should mention that the weather was not good 
for the first few hours, it rained all the way from 
Southampton to Plymouth (and it’s a great road too) 
and most of the way to Bridgwater. After that it was 
the odd rain shower of 20 minutes or so but nothing 
major.

So it’s now gone 18:00 and we still have to get to 
three more dealerships before sleeps and it is dif-
ficult to prise all away from Swansea, Luckily Axel 
has his whistle.

On the way from Swansea to Bristol (shut) I got calls 
from followers on the website wishing us well and 
saying they were tracking us which was nice. Also 
got a call from the Hogsback Clubnight asking if I 
would say a few words at 21:00 when they drew the 
raffle. I said yes because I have hands free and at 
the appointed time spoke to the chapter live as we 
were going from Bristol to Oxford. It was a special 
moment!

At 22:00 at Oxford I learned that the new Rushmoor 
sat nav has a scenic mode and arrived at Oxford 
from a direction and road that surprised everyone 
(including me) and was really chuffed to see that a 
couple of members have taken the time out to meet 
and welcome us.

It’s then a straight dash to Cheltenham (scenic mode 
off) and then Tewkesbury and a glass of wine and 
bed.

06:30 and its time to go with nine Harleys trying to 
tip toe out of a Travelodge without waking everyone 
up.

Birmingham then and lots of filtering and we 
were just about to leave when the DP arrived so 

a quick chat with him and a lovely surprise when 
the Director of Rolling Hills (Cheltenham) turns up 
because he couldn’t be there the night before but 
wanted to greet us.

Wolverhampton was next with more filtering and 
because it wasn’t Saturday, no bacon sandwich , 
this was a huge blow but one of the sales guys said 
he would ring Stoke and tell them to make them for 
us. Content we shot off to Stoke, only to discover 
that he didn’t have the pull that he thought he had 
and no bacon sandwich!!!

We are almost at crisis point but remembered that 
Chester had a great burger van so we moved along 
in a progressive way with the promise of a bacon 
sandwich almost within reach. We arrived at Chester 
and the van was there so we celebrated with bacon 
and sausage baps. Axel kept parking his bike in the 
wrong place so had to keep moving it (somewhat 
grumpily)

After Chester its Preston and then the big slog up to 
Glasgow where Don and his team (despite it being 
closing time) greeted us like long lost friends and 
fed us coffee. Glasgow and Edinburgh on a Friday 
rush-hour are interesting places but we got through 
them and we made the decision to go over the hills 
via Jedburgh rather than go down the A1.

It had been a glorious day of sunshine but it was a 
little chilly at times.

We decided to forsake food for an evening ride in 
the last light over the Northumberland moors and 
it was a cracking ride and we all agreed that it had 
been the right thing to do although when we arrived 
at Newcastle HD (shut) it was bloody freezing. Time 
to try out the heated Jacket. It got colder and colder 
on the way down and we were all feeling the cold.

We were now running late because of all the traffic 
in Scotland and were trying to make up time so after 
a quick Macdonalds it was off to Leeds (shut) and 
then on to Chesterfield where the hotel beckoned. 
I had already rang them to warn them we would be 
late.

At 02:00 we went to bed and we delayed the start  
time by 30 mins.

07:00 Everyone is ready and “raring” to go, got the 
picture at Chesterfield (shut) and then went off to 
Lincoln (nice road) got a nice welcome and went 
phone hunting for a while before setting off for 
Nottingham. We had had a call asking us for our 
arrival time so were expecting bacon sandwiches. 
Sadly no bacon & no coffee unless you paid for it. 
We left and went to Uppingham, great burger van 
there so make sure you save time for it. Afterwards 
it was a quick scoot to Black Bear. Free Coffee but 
no Mike 

Because the races were on we played some patri-
otic music for the race-goers as we left.

Then it was Lakeside and another great welcome, 
our own parking bay, drinks and doughnuts and a 
band!!!! Thank you Lakeside.

After 15 mins of doughnuts it’s off to Maidstone 
where a large number of the chapter had turned out 

to welcome us and then down, via some strange 
roads (I use the term roads very loosely,) to Shaws 
who were closing so we left.

From Shaws it’s up to Mottingham Warrs (shut) and 
then across to Warrs Kings Road (shut) in Saturday 
evening traffic. After Warrs, Reading beckoned and 
as we left Chelsea, Russ Dacre appeared and took 
photos as we passed, a nice touch.

Having done Reading we decided to scoot back 
around the M25 to Guildford for the final stop and 
to our surprise quite a few members had turned out 
with hot coffee etc to welcome us home. Thank you 
guys it was and still is appreciated.

A special thank you must go to Margaret Bradly who 
prepared lunch boxes for all the riders.

To my fellow riders, thank you for enduring the ride 
with great heart, humour and huge smiles.

To my fellow members who haven’t done it, have a 
chat to the ones that have then try it.

Robin Seymour
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WESSONS CAFE
The OGRI run to:

3rd May

Nigel Smith had a better offer ..... so Russ took on his ride to Wesson's Cafe for a “SLAP” up meal! A 
great day with almost forty bikes and a nice mix of new members and older members. A fantastic ride 

with a passing stop over at Shaws on the way home.
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St.Tropez Pt.1 
by Steve Routh

The ride started for some 9 bikes at Cobham ser-
vices on the M25 with three being bleary eyed 

Harley Davidsons, and their owners Robin, Peter 
and Axel looking worse having completed Iron Hog 
the night before at about 23:00 hrs.!! A Pleasant ride 
was had down to the tunnel where we met some 
more people and after refreshment we got our train 
with 13 bikes and 16 people. Once in France off we 
set following our route leader Robin with Axel doing 
a good impression of a sheep dog at the rear!! For 
the most part of day one we were on Motorways 
to our Hotel which we found without problem and 
which was a good choice with good dinner, break-
fast and most importantly a bar. After a good night’s 
sleep & a hearty breakfast off we set to fuel the 
bikes. Down the duel carriageway into the local 
town, round and round we went and after about 20 
minutes of riding we arrived at a fuel station, about 
50 metres from the hotel!! All good fun and taken as 
such with some smirking.

Day two was more A roads then Motorway which 
gave us some beautiful scenery and it was here I 
found myself introduced to the “drop off” system 
which having done once before on a “Cliff” ride was 
still new to someone who has come from a “French 
Chapter” which does not do it but opts to block 
instead. I found it easy to follow and Robin was very 
good with his pointed instructions and “sheep dog” 
Axel equally doing an excellent job collecting every 
one that had been dropped It worked well, like a 
Swiss clock and nobody was lost. After a full day in 
the saddle we were close to the Hotel and turning 
right into the village when there was a “heart in 
mouth” “bum cheek” clenching moment but all was 
OK and a few relieved bikers blowing out air and 
relaxing muscles. Relaxing at the hotel after dinner 
the Calvados and brandy flowed for a few which was 
quite a nice way to end the day except the Hotel ran 
out!! Another superb day and nice Hotel choice by 
our very own Gotham city duo of “Axel and Robin”. 

Day Three was back on the motorways to get 
some miles under the belt to our destination of Port 
Grimond. All was going well it seemed and miles 
were being eaten up until just outside of Lyon where 
for some reason we turned right towards Lyon 
rather than straight on for the south. Going round 
the third largest city in France on the equivalent of 
London’s “North circular” at rush hour was not too 
funny with HGV Arctic’s overtaking us on both sides. 

This detour cost us a lot of time and I felt tiring for 
many of the riders. It would appear a case of “Harley 
Davidson” having a sub-standard Sat-Nav fitted to 
their expensive new touring bikes. All was well and 
after another 30km detour near the end of the day, 
blamed on ME - surely not!! A twisty road into our 
site at the end was a nice change from the motor-
way and to get off and relax felt good. We were 
there, Eurofest 2014. 

The event was good with lots of market stalls selling 
everything from biking clothing to sexy underwear, 
or is that the same thing? Then there were the 
Dealer tents and a custom bike area which had all 
sorts for all pockets. For the evening entertainment 
there was the main stage, the “Harley bar” and 
another stage which I cannot remember its name. 
All were good for different groups but I think the 
main stage acts of “Bonnie Tyler” and some other 
fella from the “Animals” was a take it or leave it 
time for many. I was sharing a chalet with two other 
newcomers to the chapter and on the Thursday as 
there appeared to be no “Hogsback Chapter” organ-
ised events for the time at Eurofest we decided to 
go to the “Gorge du Verdun” which I have attached 
a picture of, for the day. Five bikes went out on the 
parade on the Saturday afternoon which went round 
the streets of St. Tropez and many other village’s, 
this was something to experience with all the crowds 
lining the roadsides. On a personal note I felt the 
fact that we rode down to an event as a chapter and 
rode back as the same but when you are there you 
are on your own, a sore point. If the chapter wishes 
to promote itself, encourage new members to join, 
new and existing members to go on away events 
then I feel there needs to be at least one organ-
ised ride out and maybe more so there is at least 
some information passed about otherwise I feel the 
chapter does appear very clicky. There was a meal 
organised one evening for which I think Thanks 
go to “Kate & David” “Chris North” and others for 
cooking/fetching etc.

Monday morning at 9am we all set off for a trip 
through the Alps on some of the “Route Napoleon” 
going via a beautiful town called “Sisteron” to which 
I recommend a visit. We did have a detour through 
another town rather than the ring road but it was 
well worth it with a stunning fort to see. Close to 
the Hotel we started to climb and the snow-capped 
mountains started to look at lot bigger and the 

Director’s note: For European rallies, Hogsback Chapter has evolved a policy of putting considerable 
effort into organising group rides down and back, and facilitating co-located accommodation for all who go. 
We recognise that these trips are major holidays for most, and that people need to have time to themselves, 
so we generally leave members free to do their own thing at the Rally itself. This includes the opportunity to 
participate in official rides usually organised by the local Chapters and of course the Parade of Flags.

snow closer. Unsure if our climbing had anything to 
do with it as we were around 1500 metre’s or so I 
started to lose feeling in my fingers, wish I had put 
my fur lined gloves on at the last stop!! Over the top 
of the Col we went at 2050 metres and with mist and 
snow all around all were eager to get to the hotel. 
My fingers were now frozen but the rest of me warm 
but the opposite for Beverley as she had “heated 
grips” but not enough clothing on and was freezing. 
“Harley Davidson sat-nav missed the hotel and we 
arrived in a little square in the village with no Hotel 
in sight. Robin went off to check whilst our thought 
of cold was taken away by a lovely St. Bernard dog 
who seemed intent on shaking Martins hand at 
every moment, but alas had no brandy barrel! Hotel 
found and all in tired, a bit grumpy, but all in one 
piece. A great welcome by the owner with a good 
deal for the night with the meal and breakfast so 
again well organised by our dashing duo of “Axel & 
Robin” 

Day two was set off in Water proofs as it was not 
looking good. The tour du France stage was given 
a miss as was diverting to Annecy due to the 
weather. And if to prove our weather prediction’s 
correct the heavens opened. Not too bad as we 
were all in out wet gear but then it seemed Robin, 
or was it that bloody HD sat-nav, decided to take 
us through a “golf driving range” as we got bom-
barded by all these white balls and they bloody hurt. 
We all got through this and later the sun came out 
and it was nice and warm with the roads dry. At the 
next stop all the wet gear was off and to make up 
a bit of time we jumped onto the motorway. Was 
it the Paige or the entrance to the 
“Golf range” because as soon as 
we got through those “white balls” 
started coming down with a venge-
ance again and this time no wet 
gear on!!  Bedraggled we got to the 
Hotel, having negotiated the tightest 
of turns we should all breeze the 
slow riding course, but once in with 
the towel rails on full blast and hair 
dryers warming boots rather than?? 
Well in my case it was an adventure 
using a hair dryer!! The Hotel was 
superb with huge beds and lovely 
en-suite bathrooms with walk in 
showers and last but not least a bar 
and good food. Again the dynamic 
duo had excelled with another good 
hotel. 

Day Three was much better although cold to start 
with but warmer later. Not much to say about the day 
as the terrain was pretty flat so we made good time 
to our last night Hotel and what a surprise they had 
in store for us. A small quirky château. It was beau-
tiful and the rooms were superb with roll top baths, 
draped beds and the rooms lit by chandeliers!! Little 
or no hot water when we got there but that was soon 
forgotten at the bar across the road. A Lovely meal 
in the evening and lots of good banter flowing with 
the wine. 

The last day and a run to Calais via the Lille dealer-
ship where I fell in love with a blue CVO Road King. 
Then it was back in blighty and we were given a 
warm welcome around the Leatherhead exit of the 
M25 when it turned into a car park!! This is where 
David, with his “beanbag” Harley and I said our 
goodbyes to the rest and filtered on home. 

My impressions from my first “Hogsback Chapter” 
away trip were that our dynamic duo of Axel and 
Robin did a great job on sorting out a good route 
down and back with lovely hotels. I would like to say 
on behalf of the group a big thank you for all your 
efforts and guidance. Downside points were the 
“Harley Davidson” sat-nav on the touring bike not 
being user friendly and the lack of communication / 
ride out etc. when at the event so overall the trip has 
to have at least an 8 out of 10. 

Now all ready for the next one.

Steve
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St.Tropez Pt.2 
by Mel & Paul Benham

Well, we joined Hogsback chapter and our first 
ride out with them was going to St. Tropez... 

What an adventure that was. Such amazing ride. 
The ride to St. Tropez was brilliant, views were 
lovely.

When we arrived in St. Tropez we weren’t sure what 
happens, but once down there we could do our own 
thing. We all met up a couple of evenings for dinner 
which was really nice. The group of people we went 
with were a mixed bunch of people all very nice in 
their own ways.

Only went out for one ride whilst down there with 
another Hogsback Chapter member to Gorge du 
Verdon, which was great, lots of bends in the roads.

The rally itself was really good with plenty to see 
and do, lots of live entertainment every evening, 
which we really enjoyed.  We loved watching the 

bikes coming and going. The comradeship with 
other riders was great too.

We left the sun of St. Tropez to travel to the Alps, so 
cold and snow still on the Alps... Truly amazing, the 
view from our hotel in the Alps was stunning.

We rode through such a mixture of weather, sun, 
rain, hail... which hurt a bit...lol, but that was all part 
of the adventure.

Thanks go to Robin for finding some lovely hotels for 
us to stay in and also to Robin and Axel for keeping 
us all safe on the roads over there.

Would we go again...? Yes most definitely!

Mel & Paul Benham

St.Tropez Pt.3 
by Robin Seymour

We had 13 bikes, 16 members and a load of sun-
shine. The way down was spent cursing the 

new sat-nav on the Rushmore and arguing the route 
with Axel at the back via Scala. The problem was 
that he was quite a way back so his counter instruc-
tions were often a little late and we ended up doing 
some interesting bits. On the first bit I was very tired 
after the Iron Hog (the only dates we could do it) and 
ended up having a cat nap in one of the stops.

The first nights stop at the Campanile in the 
Champagne region was as expected, reasonably 
priced and good value and we all ate together.

The next day and it’s off to Villebois and the next 
“hotel” which whilst being very cheap was more like 
a barracks than a hotel. Having said that the meal in 
the next door hotel was very good.

We arrived at the rally on day three and everyone 
dispersed to do their own thing, but got together at 
the various mobile homes on one night or another 
and at a rally you keep bumping into everyone.

A great rally and one of the best I have been to 
and the Parade was without doubt the best I have 
done. Rome would have won without so many riders 
trying to push to the front, which in the main did 
not happen in St Tropez. Bonnie Tyler, ice creams, 
pizza’s and lots of wine behind us and it’s off to the 
home legs.

Les Agneax is high in the Alps near La Grave and 
was opened specially for us and the owner did us 

proud. The route up to the hotel was twisty and we 
passed 2050 meters through hail and snow and 
when we were at the top I discovered the pass I 
wanted to use the following day was closed due to 
snow. A lovely winding road day with a welcome 
meal at the end.

The next day we woke to snow and in view of the 
closed pass and poor forecasts I changed the route 
and we stopped off at Grenoble Harley (sheltering 
from rain) and made our way using more major than 
minor roads to hotel La Gustave which was a mod-
ernists dream, minimalist and very up to date with 
great food.

A lovely sunny day followed and we went off to 
Chateau De Tour La Roy in Vervins via baby roads 
which although in the main flat and straight gave us 
the opportunity to crunch some miles and arrive at 
the hotel in good time. A fantastic meal followed and 
all enjoyed it and were happy with the prices.

A quick skip to Lille to another dealer and then to 
Calais with most getting together on the other side 
of customs to get on one train and then travel up the 
motorway with members peeling off at the various 
exits. Thanks to Axel for looking after the rear.

All in all a good trip with the odd mishap but nothing 
major and a good time for all with a rally thrown in. 
How better to spend your holiday?

Robin Seymour
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